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White
Good evening.  Tonight:  Why one cataract patient is advising people to cheat on their eye test to get the surgery they need.  And why one of our reporters has gone to Paris to track down our history.

But first, a new RNIB survey says that cataract patients in some parts of the country are being made to wait far too long for surgery they desperately need and that in particular the number of cataract operations on a second eye is falling when you’d expect it to be rising.  And the RNIB believes decisions about when to operate are often being made on an arbitrary basis without considering the individual needs of the patient.  Well Clara Eaglen is RNIB’s policy and campaigns manager.

Can you just explain a bit more about what you’ve discovered?

Eaglen
Well we’ve done a major piece of research looking at hospital statistics and we’ve also done some Freedom of Information requests to ask commissioners – the people who plan and deliver services – what referral policies are in place at local level and we’ve used this information to assess what’s going on around England.

White
And what are the major things that you’ve found?

Eaglen
The main key findings are, as you’ve said, a major decline in second eye surgery at national level.  We’ve also found variation in cataract operation rates around the country.  There’s a real variation in time to treatment, so in some places you’ll only have to wait 44 days for treatment and in others 222 days.  And we’ve also found, which is consistent with the last three years, that there is 50% of commissioners putting in place arbitrary restrictions which prevent people having access to cataract operations.

White
And I mean why do you think these variations are there – is this just about money?

Eaglen
We’ve heard a number of reasons – it could be lack of capacity in hospitals to be able to do operations, however, we have heard from commissioners that financial constraints are one of the reasons why they’re putting these arbitrary restrictions in place.

White
Tell me about some of the personal cases that you’ve come across and the effect that this is having.

Eaglen
Well we regularly hear from patients who are struggling to get access to cataract surgery.  For example, we’ve spoken to a lady who looks after her husband, who has Parkinson’s, and unfortunately because of her poor sight, due to the cataract, she can’t actually read the medicine bottles and manager his medication that she has to give him daily.  She’s trying to use magnifying glasses to really make sure she’s giving him the right medication at the right dose.  We’ve also heard from people who have to stop driving, which is awful because it means they’re isolated, they can’t get out and about, that can lead to depression.  We’ve also heard from people who were still working and they need vision to be able to see fine detail and they’ve had to give up their paid employment or voluntary work, so it has major impacts on people’s quality of life.

White
Could you just explain in particular about this issue of surgery on a second eye?

Eaglen
Absolutely.  Well as you said second eye surgery rates really should not be dropping, so this is a very surprising finding.

White
It’s not dropping because there’s an ageing population basically?

Eaglen
Well due to the ageing population and the fact that first eye surgery is slightly increasing, as a national figure, you would then expect second eye surgery to also be increasing.  A major study has shown that 40% of patients who have their first eye operated on will need a second cataract operation on the other eye within one year and our findings have shown that that’s just not happening.  And the impact on patients is that if you’ve had your cataract removed in one eye but it’s still misty in the other eye you’re obviously at bigger risk of falling over, your depth of vision is very problematic because you can’t see, for example, to put glasses back on a shelf in your kitchen, so obviously glasses can fall out.  So there’s a huge amount of problems and also a big problem trying to adjust.

White
Well this was the situation which faced Brian George, in fact.  He had had a cataract operation on one eye in 2010, which was successful, but then his optician told him he needed an operation on the second eye.  Brian explained to me the problems at that point he was still facing, especially with driving.

George
The biggest problem I think is driving at night on a badly lit road and being confronted with headlights as they come towards you.  You lose perspective of where you actually are on the road and the net result is you slow down which can of course be hazardous for the person following you.

White
So at this point what were you being told about the likelihood of you being able to have this operation?

George
Well ultimately the optician told me that the eye in her view now qualified for an operation and told me she would get in touch with my doctor.  And I went away awaiting notification that I was on the list.  In fact I was telephoned by my doctor to tell me that the local PCT had changed the rules…

White
That’s the primary care trust.

George
Yes and – that I no longer qualified and that I would have to wait until I met the new restrictions that they had applied.

White
And did they explain what these new restrictions were and why you didn’t now qualify?

George
Yes, apparently they apply what’s known as an acuity test, which is basically the number of lines you can read on an eye chart.  And there was no reference whatsoever on the PCT’s website to glare, they ignore glare entirely even though perhaps it is more of a hazard than distorted vision that you get with a cataract.

White
So you felt that it was, if you like, almost playing by numbers, saying how much can you see when it was more, you felt, about the quality of that sight?

George
Indeed, the big hazard for anybody who has to drive at night is glare and it gets worse the worse the cataract gets.

White
So how long did you have to wait in the end?

George
Well I fought a battle with the PCT and with my doctor – I wrote several letters to the chief executive of the then PCT and eventually I got put on the list.  So I suppose it was six months or thereabouts from the moment of being told I was not a suitable candidate to actually having the operation.

White
And how difficult were things for you during this period?

George
Well it just deteriorated, it became more hazardous to drive I suppose and yes my ability to see the golf ball became less – I suppose those were the two major problems for me – one was recreational and the other was ability to drive properly.

White
Do you have any advice to people listening to this who are in the same position to you?

George
My thoughts now in retrospect are that if I had known the basis on which I would be rejected I would have made sure that I knew the number of lines that I should read or be able to read and read no more and you can find that out by looking at the local CCG’s website and find out the premise on which they will base their acuity test.  And I would read no more than is actually going to be necessary to get you on the list.

White
So you mean you should cheat?

George
In effect yes but you’re fighting fire maybe with fire, it’s not you that’s cheating you’re being asked to cheat by the actions of the local CCG in applying these restrictions.

White
Brian George.

Well Clara Eaglen is listening to that of the RNIB, I’m rather guessing you wouldn’t recommend that people cheat on their eye tests but I imagine you can see where he’s coming from.

Eaglen
Absolutely.  It’s a real shame that Brian feels that this is the only solution.  Patients shouldn’t have to cheat to get the treatment that they need.  What we are doing is we’re calling for NHS England to have a national clinical director in place for eye health, which means there would be someone inside the NHS to actually address problems like we’re seeing with cataract operations and we’re also asking for the NHS to speed up the guidance that it’s going to produce for cataract operations, currently that guidance should start development in 2018 but obviously five years’ time is a long wait when there’s a significant problem right now.  So we want patients like Brian to be able to get the operation when they need it and when they and their clinician feel the time is right.

White
I mean you know of course that health budgets are stretched, is it so unreasonable for people dealing with local budgets to say, for instance, we know you have one very healthy eye now because we’ve operated on it and that a wait until we have the funds or a surgeon’s availability isn’t that unreasonable?

Eaglen
Well it’s a complete false economy because if you’re asking someone to live with their sight loss that cataract isn’t going to go away, so as you say at some point in the future they’re going to have to have that operation and during the wait they’re at much higher risk of falls, of hip fractures, there can be lots of other costs then that the NHS and social care will have to pick up, rather than having a very cheap operation in the first place for their cataract.

White
So are you saying there’s never a case for delaying a cataract operation – I mean sometimes people don’t actually want it do they?

Eaglen
If they don’t want it obviously it is patient choice but if a patient does want it and that’s part of the Department of Health’s criteria that if there’s a bit of drop in vision that if the cataract is impacting the patient’s quality of life and the patient wants the operation they should get it.

White
Right, so the old chestnut about waiting for cataracts to ripen that is an old chestnut is it?

Eaglen
It really should be a case of when the clinician and the patient feel it’s the right time.  Obviously clinical judgement is really important here, it shouldn’t be about arbitrary restrictions that are put in place.

White
You’ve been in discussions I think with the health minister over this, what’s his reaction been?

Eaglen
Well at the time when RNIB had a conversation with the health minister he shared our concern, which is very encouraging, and we were also led to believe that the NHS guidance would be sped up – so it would get developed earlier.  However, we are very disappointed that that hasn’t happened.  So RNIB is hoping to engage once again to see if we can actually get that speeded up.

White
Just finally, what advice would you give – I mean if someone’s listening to this and is in this sort of position that we’ve heard from Brian and that you’ve described with other patients what should they do?

Eaglen
Well RNIB has a helpline number that people can call to find out more information about cataract operations, to get some support in trying to get treatment, to also get some emotional support and importantly we’re really keen to hear from anyone who’s struggling to get first or second eye operations and the campaigns team would be very pleased to hear from people.

White
And we’ll have that information both on our website and on our actionline, I’ll give you details of that at the end of the programme.  Clara Eaglen, thank you very much indeed.  We have asked for an interview with someone from NHS England, which represents the CCGs – or clinical commissioning groups – they were the successors to primary care trusts since April, no one was available for interview but this is part of what they told us in their statement:

CCG Statement
We will be meeting with the RNIB in the very near future to discuss how we can address the issues outlined in this report.  We recognise that due to the quality of evidence that some commissioners have been using there is variation between eligibility criteria applied by them in different parts of the country on some elective surgical interventions.  The Royal College of Ophthalmologists is now working with other medical royal colleges and NHS England to develop commissioning guidance on cataracts, similar to the guidance produced for other areas by the Royal College of Surgeons and surgical speciality associations for other types of elective surgery.

Well we’d like to hear your stories and reactions, as always, details of how to get them to us at the end of the programme.

Now who decides whose history is worth telling?  Well we’ve become familiar with the arguments from some sections of society that they’re consistently overlooked when our history is written.  Women, for instance, certain racial groups and more recently disabled people.  Some of you may have caught my series a couple of months ago on Radio 4 on the fascinating new work being done on this by historians.  And now we’ve heard about a conference in Paris which is concentrating specifically on the history of visually impaired people.  It was drawn to our attention by Selina Mills, she is herself writing a book about the history of blind people in this country.  Well we invited her to go along to Paris and listen for us but first she told me more about how she’d become interested in the subject.

Mills
Well I would say until five years ago I didn’t really care at all.  I was a journalist working at the Telegraph and Reuters and I started losing my sight, sort of very incrementally, it wasn’t a very dramatic thing and I suddenly found myself thinking well who else has gone blind in my situation and I couldn’t find anyone other than Helen Keller and I just started researching it.  And then I started to think well actually no one’s written about this in a general way, I think there’s a lot of very big academic tomes which are incredibly heavy and quite boring and I just really wanted to know where did I, as a partially sighted possibly going blind person, fit in in history and there was nothing out there so I started researching.

White
Right, so there’s a conference now in Paris and Paris is quite significant in a way isn’t it?

Mills
It is and one of the main organisers – Dr Hannah Thompson, who’s from the University of London – explained that to me.

Thompson
Symbolically Paris is important because the first school for the blind was founded in Paris at the end of the 18th Century.   And this is the first time that the blind were taken seriously as a group worthy of education.

Mills
An acknowledgement.

Thompson
An acknowl – exactly.  And then after that Braille was invented in Paris.

White
And of course Louis Braille, this kind of god-like figure, perhaps the one other figure that you could have mentioned other than Helen Keller and living in Paris.  But why now – why has there suddenly become this sort of upsurge in the interest of blindness?

Mills
Mostly because there were a couple of conferences before that didn’t really work out and there were a few conferences on Helen Keller and Louis Braille which were particularly directed for the blind community – the sighted community weren’t included.  And this amazing researcher in Paris called Zina Weygand really decided that she needed to get a group of people from all over the world together to share their information.  I talked to Zina at the conference with Professor Cathy Kudlick translating and I asked her about this very point.

Weygand translated by Kudlick
There’s nobody that’s written about this for the blind that much anyway, so there’s not really a history to be prisoner of.  What people are doing now are kind of unravelling these representations and making clear that they are representations and stuck in old ways of thinking.

Mills
I heard a lot of French at the conference, as well as Dutch, Italian, Cantonese – it really was an international event.  But what really impressed me was the variety of subjects – there was everything from medieval history to the introduction of Braille in China.  One of my favourite lectures was by Dr Bianca Frohne from Germany.  She explained that blindness was interpreted in late 12th Century Europe in much more religious terms.

Frohne
My paper was on different ways of seeing and it was about the perspectives on blindness in the Middle Ages.  And I tried to propose a concept which includes two different ways of seeing – metaphorical blindness and actual blindness – as two different ways to determine the inside of a person and this is where blindness comes in as a way for people to use as an imagery in order to point out that humanity does not have perfect sight.

Mills
Not all the lectures were historical.  Some focused on the development of communication, in particular the impact of Braille being introduced in the Far East.  Professor Steve Riep, who lectures in Chinese literature and film, told me how Braille was translated from a picture based language like Mandarin and Cantonese.

Riep
What they do is they transcribe it into a phonetic spelling system and they spell it with Roman letters using Braille to write them.

Mills
Is it different for different dialects?

Riep
It would be because each dialect has its own unique pronunciation.  The Chinese government’s tried to promote Mandarin as the standard language and so that’s the one that is most commonly used.

Mills
I think what I liked about Steve Riep’s lecture was that he considered subjects that there’s very little archive material on and he’s asking questions and perhaps that is exactly what this conference has given me – it’s asked questions – and I think as a writer I feel very hopeful and validated in my own quest to find out more.  And so I hope that this is really going to lead me on to new paths.

White
Selina Mills, reporting from Paris.  And her book on the history of visually impaired people will be out in the New Year.

And that’s it from me.  As always we’d like your reactions to anything you’ve heard, you can call our actionline for 24 hours after the programme, that’s on 0800 044 044 or you can e-mail intouch@bbc.co.uk.  There’s more information on our website from where you can also get a download of tonight’s programme.  From me, Peter White, producer Cheryl Gabriel and the team, goodbye.



